Figures Log

Name of Property: Temple Aaron
City or Vicinity: Trinidad
County: Las Animas
State: Colorado

Figure 1 of 28. Location map, Temple Aaron. Site boundary drawn on Google Maps aerial view of Trinidad, Colorado. 407 South Maple Street, Trinidad, Las Animas County, Colorado.

Figure 2 of 28. Site plan, Temple Aaron. Prepared by Belinda M. Zink, Zink and Associates, Inc., April 2021. Courtesy of Colorado Preservation, Inc.

Figure 3 of 28. Site plan, with photograph locations. Based upon site plan prepared by Belinda M. Zink, Architect, Zink and Associates, Inc.

Figure 4 of 28. Temple Aaron, east elevation. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 5 of 28. Temple Aaron, north elevation. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 6 of 28. Temple Aaron, west elevation. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 7 of 28. Temple Aaron, south elevation. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 8 of 28. Temple Aaron, first floor plan. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 9 of 28. Temple Aaron, second floor plan. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 10 of 28. Temple Aaron, third floor (organ loft) plan. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998.

Figure 11 of 28. Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map, Sheet 6, Trinidad, Colorado, July 1901.

Figure 12 of 28. Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map, Sheet 21, Trinidad, Colorado, October 1907. Note inclusion of front porch to building.

Figure 13 of 28. Temple Aaron, unknown artist’s rendering, Trinidad City Directory, 1892.

Figure 14 of 28. Temple Aaron, n.d. Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 15 of 28. Temple Aaron, oblique view from corner of South Maple and Third streets, n.d. Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.
Figure 16 of 28.  Temple Aaron, oblique view from South Maple Street toward Third Street, n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 17 of 28.  Temple Aaron, stairway entrance, n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 18 of 28.  Temple Aaron, sanctuary, n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 19 of 28.  Temple Aaron, sanctuary (altar), n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 20 of 28.  Temple Aaron, sanctuary (close up of altar), n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 21 of 28.  Temple Aaron, sanctuary (showing organ), n.d.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 22 of 28.  M. Wise & Co. dry goods store, Main Street, Trinidad, Colorado Territory, ca. 1869.  Photograph Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 23 of 28.  Jaffa Opera House (later Trinidad Opera House), ca. 1880-1900.  Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 24 of 28.  Jaffa Opera House, interior, 1888.  Copy in Photograph Collections, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.

Figure 25 of 28.  Advertisements for David Gottlieb’s mercantile business and Mansbach Brothers Dry Goods.  Trinidad City Directory, 1888.

Figure 26 of 28.  Advertisements for Jaffa Opera House David Gottlieb’s real estate and loan business.  Trinidad City Directory, 1892.

Figure 27 of 28.  Advertisements for Abraham Mansbach’s businesses.  Trinidad City Directory, 1892.

Figure 28 of 28.  Advertisements for Jaffa Mercantile Company, Simon Sanders & Company, and Mansbach Brothers Dry Good.  Trinidad City Directory, 1892.
Figure 1 of 28. Location Map, Temple Aaron.
Site boundary drawn on Google Maps aerial view of Trinidad, Colorado
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Las Animas County, in southeastern Colorado
Figure 2 of 28. Site Plan.
Site plan prepared by Belinda M. Zink, Architect, Zink and Associates, Inc., Fort Collins, Colorado.
April 2021.
Courtesy of Colorado Preservation, Inc.
Figure 3 of 28. Site Plan with photograph locations.
Based upon site plan prepared by Belinda M. Zink.
Figure 4 of 28. Temple Aaron, east elevation.
Figure 5 of 28. Temple Aaron, north elevation.
Figure 6 of 28. Temple Aaron, west elevation.
Figure 7 of 28. Temple Aaron, south elevation. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Architect, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998, on file with Temple Aaron.
Figure 8 of 28. Temple Aaron, first floor plan.
Figure 9 of 28. Temple Aaron, second floor plan. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Architect, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998, on file with Temple Aaron.
Figure 10 of 28. Temple Aaron, third floor (organ loft) and reflected ceiling plan. Drawing by Alan Petersen, Architect, Trinidad, Colorado, 1998, on file with Temple Aaron.
Figure 11 of 28. Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map, Sheet 6, Trinidad, Colorado, July 1901. First appearance of Temple Aaron in the Sanborn maps of Trinidad; note absence of front porch shown in artist’s rendering of the synagogue published in the 1892 Trinidad City Directory (Figure 13) and undated photograph (Figure 14).
Figure 12 of 28. Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map, Sheet 21, Trinidad, Colorado, October 1907. Second appearance of Temple Aaron in the Sanborn maps of Trinidad; note inclusion front porch.
Figure 13 of 28. Temple Aaron, unknown artist’s rendering, *Trinidad City Directory*, 1892. Text appearing on illustration includes “ells Co., Denver,” and “Eng. for Trinidad Chron.”
Figure 15 of 28. Temple Aaron, oblique view from corner of South Maple and Third streets, n.d.
Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.
C – Trinidad – Churches folder.
Figure 18 of 28. Temple Aaron, sanctuary, second floor, n.d.
Figure 19 of 28. Temple Aaron, sanctuary, second floor, n.d.

Aultman Studio Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.
C – Trinidad – Churches folder
Figure 22 of 28. M. Wise & Co., dry goods store, Main Street, Trinidad, Colorado Territory, ca. 1869. “Trinidad in 1869” written on back in pencil and “May 12, 1899” stamped on back in ink. Photograph Collection, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver. C – Trinidad – 1860s folder, Negative F-3739.
Figure 24 of 28. Jaffa Opera House, interior.
Written on back in pencil: “Copied from 1888 Trinidad Directory, p. 22.”
Photograph Collections, Stephen H. Hart Research Center, History Colorado, Denver.
Figure 25 of 28. A half-page advertisement for David Gottlieb's mercantile business, opposite a ribbon advertisement for Mansbach Brothers Dry Goods at top of page.

Trinidad City Directory (1888), 78-79.
Figure 26 of 28. A lower half-page advertisement for the Jaffa Opera House, opposite a ribbon advertisement for David Gottlieb’s real estate and loan business.
Trinidad City Directory (1892), 52-53.
Figure 27 of 28. A half-page advertisement for the businesses of Temple Aaron member Abraham Mansbach, opposite a ribbon advertisement for Mansbach Brothers Dry Goods at top of page. Trinidad City Directory (1892), 68-69.
Figure 28 of 28. Two half-page advertisements for the businesses of Temple Aaron’s founders, the Jaffa Mercantile Company and Simon Sanders & Company wholesale liquor dealers, opposite a ribbon advertisement for Mansbach Brothers Dry Goods at top of page. Trinidad City Directory (1892), 128-129.